
 

Pro Tools 9.0.6 Ilok Loader

included in the ir loader is a custom designed desk compressor, six band parametric equalizer and a bass enhancer. the compressor comes with a side chain high pass filter to help reduce low end reaction and give more transparent sounds. the graphic display and spectrum analyser allow users to see the equalizers 6 bands in
real time and so create sounds in just few clicks. plus the circuit of the bass enhancer is inspired by little labs voice of god*. used together these features offer the ideal tool to manage and manipulate guitar and bass irs. included in the ir loader is a custom designed desk compressor, six band parametric equalizer and a bass
enhancer. the compressor comes with a side chain high pass filter to help reduce low end reaction and give more transparent sounds. the graphic display and spectrum analyzer allow users to see the equalizers 6 bands in real time and so create sounds in just few clicks. plus the circuit of the bass enhancer is inspired by little

labs voice of god*. used together these features offer the ideal tool to manage and manipulate guitar and bass irs. included in the ir loader is a custom designed desk compressor, six band parametric equalizer and a bass enhancer. the compressor comes with a side chain high pass filter to help reduce low end reaction and
give more transparent sounds. the graphic display and spectrum analyzer allow users to see the equalizers 6 bands in real time and so create sounds in just few clicks. the plugins browser lets users view and explore their favourite ir files and load them simply and quickly. simply drag and drop an ir file from a browser window
and it will be loaded automatically and ready to use in your project. the nembrini audio ir loader features the best of both worlds. it works in the powerful environment of your daw and lets you create and edit your irs using a visual interface. it also allows you to load ir files from an external file browser and edit them directly in

your favourite daw.
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